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Notes from Mace/SDC Community Liaison Group (CLG) meeting 
 
Wednesday 30th November 2016, 6:30pm at Botley Baptist Church hall 
 
Present: Matt Browne (SP Broadway, chair), Huw Griffiths (Mace), Craig Millar (managing director, 
SDC), Nick Naysmith (site manager, SDC), Gary (SDC – mainly on communications? son lives in 
Botley), Seamus (Mace), Del Tester (traffic consultant), Viv Smith and Jane Roberts (St Pauls 
Crescent residents’ association), Alan Stone (NHPC), Lyn Blizzard (Seacourt Hall Management 
Committee), Debby Hallett (VDC), Steve Viner (CPC), Paul Cockburn (St P&P Church), Janet Godden 
(OCC), David Kay (NHPC), Judy Roberts (VDC/CPC), Emily Smith (VDC), Dudley Hoddinot (VDC), 
Stephen Parkinson and Caroline Potter (WWCC), Kalyan Das and Graham Ansell (Baptist Church), 
Lorna Arthur and Caroline (Howse family).  
 
Apologies: Chris Church, Lorna Berrett, Nicola Blackwood 
 
Key information: 
 
SDC have been contracted by Mace to do the construction. Craig Millar (managing director) did 
most of the talking but at least two other SDC reps were at the meeting, including Nick Naysmith 
who will be on site and the first point of contact during construction. The business has been going 
for over 40 years (www.sdc.co.uk ) and CM emphasized the ‘family’ ethos (the business has an 
employee benefit trust rather than shareholders – similar model to John Lewis). SDC seem to be 
effectively a construction management co since they will sub-contract to other companies during 
the build. SDC will soon appoint a ‘liaison manager’ to lead communications with the community – 
trying to get someone local, plan to do monthly newsletters on progress and what’s coming up 
next.  
 
Current projected timescale: Mace are currently doing some utilities and other prep work but will 
not be fully on site for demolition until ‘end of Quarter 1’ (March). 1. Demolition expected to last 3-
4 months, Phase 1 development 2 years, Phase 2 development 18 months (with some overlap of 
works between P1 and P2, but exactly what is still uncertain). 4 year project in total.  
 
Phasing plans and price are still being finalised with SDC.  Mace have still to discharge the pre-
commencement planning conditions and sign the section 278 [Highways] agreement, and to 
arrange disconnection of utilities 2. Mace expect to come back to us with firmer plans by the end of 
January . HG also implied that they are currently in negotiations with other parties i.e. their 
investors over details.  
 

                                                      
1
 They will be doing some upgrades to WWSC units and shifting Seacourt Hall, library, and Baptist Church into those 

units in the month or so before demolition 
2
 As far as anyone knows, the section 106 deed, which should be signed by all landowners,  has not yet been delivered. 

http://www.sdc.co.uk/
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In response to question about stopping up orders: HG / DT said this means that the roads are no 
longer public highways, which allows them to do things like make them different surfaces [from 
current surfaces]. I asked if the car park behind St P&P church would remain open during Phase 1 
development; HG ‘that is still our intention’ and noted that maintaining adequate parking 
throughout the development was a constraint that they had to address [presumably in the 
Construction Management Plan which goes to Vale for approval – projected time for this end 
Jan/early Feb]. ‘Stopping up’ means stopping highway rights, not necessarily literally closing the 
roads. Arthur Howse asked if this would be put in writing since there is a lot of public confusion; 
people think all roads are about to be stopped up. HG will do some notes on this issue and attach to 
minutes of this meeting. 
 
In response to question about car parking by constructors: CM said they plan to approach Park & 
Ride to rent spaces and run minibus between P&R and the site. On a further question about sub-
contractors CM said they expect sub-contractors to also use the P&R.  
 
In response to question, change of crossing at West Way to happen during demolition phase, i.e. 
April / May this year.  
 
Community building to go up in last half of Phase 1. Church Way car park to remain open for 12 
months while parking is being built on east end, then old car park will be shut for community 
building build and new parking opened on the eastern side 3. 
 
Mace are in discussion with leaseholders of West Way House above Tesco – no agreement with 
them yet so not sure if that space will be used as temporary space during Phase 1.  
 
CM confirmed that this will be a Considerate Constructors scheme. Web cams will be up on the site 
with photos uploading to SDC’s website during construction. They also plan to put viewing windows 
in the boundary walls so that people can see the development happening.  
 
Discussion over concerns that parking by contractors / sub-contractors will spill over and block local 
roads. DT encourages residents to report this but that they are responsible for traffic management 
on and immediately around the site, not further beyond. Some discussion of Controlled Parking 
Zone being needed, but HG says this would only be implemented by OCC AFTER development is 
done IF the development itself has led to an increase in street parking; funds are there for OCC to 
use at their discretion. J Godden noted that OCC was very critical in its comments on the planning 
application and expects parking problems to arise.   
 
On concerns of mud, dust etc. – CM confirms that they have their own wheel washers and says they 
are very conscious of their reputation in terms of not causing this kind of nuisance; he says they 
give attention to having ‘professional looking sites’.  
 
In response to question about what they would do to make sure the centre continues to function 
during development: CM responds not make it look like a construction site, deal with graffiti, 
maintain traffic flows and parking to minimise conflict between e.g. deliveries and pedestrians 
(shoppers and school run), keep pedestrian routes clear of mud etc., ‘prioritise shopping experience 
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 We will check this is actually the plan when construction management / phasing documents are released 
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over our issues’ (CM noted roof replacement they did for Centre Parc – park users ‘didn’t know we 
were there’). 
 
Emily Smith raised the issue of the Branches Youth Cafe, explaining the problems caused by the 
withdrawal of the offer of the Chinese restaurant unit.  
 
Plans to keep doing CLG meetings, possibly more frequently. Also open to the idea of doing open 
public meetings.   
 


